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Prime Considerations for 

Weather Radar

To successfully conduct meteorological surveillance and 
mitigate weather risks, a number of considerations must 
be taken into account when budgeting and configuring 
a weather radar system. This piece will discuss some of 
the key elements that need to be considered during the 
decision-making process.

A Guide for Selecting Weather Radar for Specific 
Environments and Applications
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Transmitters and the Local Weather Environment

Radars return measurements on wind and 
precipitation in the atmosphere by transmitting 
radio frequency (RF) pulses. When these pulses 
encounter precipitation or other material, part of 
the signal is reflected back to the radar antenna. 
The characteristics of the returned signal allow 
the radar processor to calculate the location and 
intensity of hydrometeors and wind.

Currently, there are three types of transmitters 
typically used in weather radar design. One of 
the most common, the klystron, is essentially a 
large vacuum tube, often used in C and S-band 
systems. The klystron is well-known for signal 
stability, which helps remove data contamination 
like ground clutter, buildings and cellular towers 
from the display. The quality of Velocity (wind) 
data is improved, as well.

Klystrons Figure 1 are known to have a long 
life span, as much as 20 years, and are the 

transmitters used in the U.S. NEXRAD radar network. They excel during any type of weather event, 
adept at accurate detection of features such as heavy rain, hail cores, tornadic signatures and wintery 
precipitation.

Magnetrons, also based on vacuum tube technology, are an ideal balance between budgetary 
constraints and performance. Paired with solid-state modulation and digital components, they, too, are 
effective in most meteorological environments, and are also extremely capable at detecting small but 
important hydrometeor details.

Solid-state transmitters like power amplifiers are also an option, but due to the limited range and 
resolution afforded by a less powerful signal, are generally not recommended for all but the most 
budget-constrained applications.

Figure 1
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Power Considerations

In practice, the power boost afforded by a substantially equipped weather radar will help 
meteorologists observe the lighter fringes of precipitation in a storm Figure 2, with further detection 
range. This is especially helpful in coastal environments—the higher power reveals detailed imagery of 
tropical systems, lighter rain, dry lines and straight-line winds as they approach from the ocean.

Additionally, more power is beneficial for the split-beam configuration of dual-polarization systems, as 
shown in Figure 3. Unlike the conventional horizontal scanning radars, these systems split the radar 
signal between two polarizations, effectively halving the total power of each transmit channel. More 
information on dual-polarization radar is provided later in this document.

For other situations, especially single-polarization systems, a 350 kW system will deliver strong, reliable 
performance. This type of radar is powerful enough for localized analysis of all types of weather 
events, providing meteorologists with situational awareness and accurate information.

Figure 2

Figure 3
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Frequency Considerations

The transmission frequency is also of prime importance. Overall, X-Band and C-Band signals are more 
sensitive due to a shorter wavelength, while the S-band wavelength is less susceptible to attenuation—
signal loss that occurs when the radar signal passes through flooding rains and hail Figure 4. The 
result is known as rain fade.

This makes S-band klystrons an enhanced option for environments where convective thunderstorm 
activity often occurs; the additional range allows meteorologists to detect lighter precipitation at the 
fringes of a storm, and receive improved velocity data at longer ranges.

In the United States, S-band radar use has been limited to the federal government. However, since 
2014, licenses have become available for an additional high-frequency S-band spectrum, allowing 
private and academic entities to operate S-band systems for the first time.

Figure 4
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For areas that often receive snow and other wintry precipitation, X-band radar are often employed for 
weather surveillance. The narrow wavelength of this frequency makes it adept at detecting the sparse 
particles of frozen precipitation. However, as the transmission frequency of a radar signal increases, 
its tendency to attenuate increases, as illustrated in Figure 5. These types of radar are most ideal for 
mobile and transportable research applications, where the fine resolution provided by the X-band 
signal is complemented by the reduced need for range.

Figure 5

Dual-Polarization

While conventional radar transmits linear horizontally polarized pulses of energy, dual-polarization 
radar systems transmit horizontally and vertically polarized pulses simultaneously. By sampling received 
echoes along both polarization, the radar processor can analyze hydrometeor returns in a cross-
section, providing far more accurate precipitation measurements, as well as hail and tornado debris 
detection. Additionally, non-meteorological phenomena like smoke plumes and bird/insect migrations 
can be identified and tracked. The day-to-day applications are significant:

• Accurate distinction between heavy rain and hail
• Better insight into the extent of flooding
• Increased accuracy in forecasting snow, wintry mixes and rain
• Extremely accurate detection of lofted tornado debris

Raw dual-polarization data is also the basis for a suite of unique value-added data products.
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Figure 6

Figure 7

Proper positioning of the radar means that the
focus of the signal is over the observed area.

Baron delivered this mobile C-band dual-polarization radar to the U.S. 
Department of Energy, where it will be deployed at Oliktok, Alaska.

Best Practices in Site Selection

Ideal Solution, Precision Data

Of all the considerations discussed, site selection is the most important. Without adequate coverage 
over the monitored area, superior technology cannot be maximized. Mountains, large cities, cellular 
towers and more can be detrimental due to the blockage they cause.

Beyond that, the distance between the radar and the observed area is key. As the signal travels 
from the radar site, it increases in altitude. It also widens. If the population center is too far away, 
the signal will overshoot it Figure 6; if it’s too close, the data will not be useful. The ideal distance 
in most situations is about 30 miles/48 kilometers. In particularly mountainous terrain, a mobile or 
transportable Figure 7 solution may be ideal.

Baron performs detailed site surveys that help customers identify the best solution for their needs, such as 
determining proper tower height for a specific installation, and assists in placing radar systems in optimal 
locations. The goal is to ensure clear, accurate data free of obscuring terrain and other contaminants.

Radar is perhaps the most effective tool in assessing 
meteorological situations, and providing critical 
intelligence to those affected by weather’s impact on 
the local area. Collectively, each one of these discussed 
considerations plays a key role in determining overall 
radar data quality and performance. When accurate 
assistance is provided by the radar manufacturer on the 
location and configuration of its weather radar products 
in the field, the customer benefits.
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Parameter Why it is important S-Band C-Band X-Band

Sensitivity: Clear Air Allows for the ability to detect 
sea breezes, dust storms, 
light precipitation

Least * More than S-Band * Most

Sensitivity: Precipitation Ability to detect all types of 
precipitation

Most More than X-Band * Least *

Typical Observation Range How far the radar can 
effectively detect

460 km 230 km 60 km

Atmospheric Attenuation 
Impact

Pulses can be absorbed or 
scattered by the atmosphere 
affecting your ability to 
accurately determine returns

Least More than S-Band Most

Attenuation Due to 
Precipitation Impact

Pulses can be absorbed or 
scattered by the precipitation 
surrounding the radar 
especially when the rain rate 
is high

Least * Significantly more than 
S-Band *

Significantly more 
than C-Band *

Attenuation Due to 
Radome

Pulses can be absorbed or 
scattered by rain that has 
accumulated on the Radome

Least * More than S-Band * Most *

Ease of Base Data 
Interpretation

Necessary for accurately 
determining the hydrometeor 
type and rainfall rate 
estimation

Easiest Challenging due to 
resonance effects *

Easy *

Hydrometeor 
Classification

Ability of the radar to 
determine what is causing the 
scattering in its field of view

Easiest Challenging due to 
resonance effects and 
attenuation *

Easier than C-Band 
but attenuation 
effects need to be 
mitigated *

QPE Estimation Range Effective range at which 
accurate Rain Rate can be 
estimated

230 km 115 km 30 km

Velocity De-Aliasing Ability of radar to accurately 
track storms

Easiest Easier than X-Band * Challenging *

KDP Estimation 
(KDP µ 1/λ)

Ability of radar to accurately 
estimate rain rate using 
specific differential phase

Challenging 
during light 
rain *

Better than S-Band * Most accurate and 
can be used for all 
rain rates

*Mitigation strategies available within the Baron Radar Systems.


